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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the CFD framework REEF3D is utilized to

investigate the hydrodynamics of a large offshore fish farm in
waves. The solver consists of a rigid body dynamics solver for
the frame structure coupled to a fluid solver including the shield-
ing effects of the nets. The solver and the grid independence are
validated using a 2D numerical wave tank, a free decay test, and
a study of the wave loads on a rigid net panel. Then, the effects
of regular wave parameters, the thickness of the vertical outer
columns of the structure, and varies aspect ratios on the loads,
response and maximum mooring tensions are investigated. It is
concluded that the response is sensitive to the wave period rather
than the wave height and that the net system accounts for about
30% of the total drag but does not influence the structural re-
sponse to a larger extend. The effect of the aspect ratio on the
hydrodynamics is more distinct than that of the frame thickness
especially. Thus, the first step towards a systemic evaluation of
the importance of different structural parts of an offshore fish
cage for the expected responses is presented in this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent time, a tendency of moving aquaculture sites towards
the open ocean area is observable due to the restrictions of space
and ecology in near shore regions and despite the risks connected
to complex sea states. As a promising solution, the develop-
ment of open ocean aquaculture (OOA) farms, including semi-
submersible and submerged rigid structures, has been initiated
lately. The most popular OOA structures are the circular fish
farms “Ocean Farm 1” in Norway, “ShenLan 1” in China and
the prospective “ShenLan 2” as well as the vessel-shaped farms
“HavFarm 2” and “Dehai 1”. The appearance of these new type
of structures requires new as well as comparative studies of the
correlations between hydrodynamic characteristics and structural
features. Consequently, the accurate knowledge of the hydrody-
namic responses is key for the optimal design of OOA facilities.
A distinctive difference between OOA and traditional offshore
structures lies in net systems which are exposed to the hydrody-
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namic loads while also risking the collision with fishes which
might lead to the damage of the net. Even though the linear
potential theory can be applied to simple floating bodies, more
advanced hydrodynamic tools are required to evaluate the risks
of OOA structures in severe environments while also including
two-way coupling to the net and the mooring system.

The hydrodynamic characteristics of OOA structures in
waves were investigated using numerical simulations relying on
linear potential theory, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),
and physical experiments. The numerical study of a vessel-
shaped fish farm was presented in [1] and [2] using a screen force
model for the hydrodynamics of the nets and linear potential the-
ory for the rigid body motions, mooring system and waves. How-
ever, no validation was presented. An experimental investigation
of a circular OOA structure in waves was performed in [3]. A nu-
merical study of these measurements was performed in [4] using
a boundary element method. Here, the authors adopted a Mori-
son force model for the hydrodynamics on nets and the structure
which disregards the non-linear interaction. Moreover, the hy-
drodynamics of a single point moored semi-submersible vessel-
type OOA structure has been evaluated in [5]. All the mentioned
studies neglect the non-linear wave-structure interaction which
prevents gaining more insights about the hydrodynamic charac-
teristics of OOA structures, especially in severe offshore scenar-
ios. The first model suitable for these applications was given
in [6] using a novel continuous direct forcing approach for in-
corporating three-dimensional floating bodies coupled with a net
solver [7] and the shielding effects of the net on the fluid [8] in
a CFD approach. Hence, the fluid-structure interaction as well
as non-linear effects of the waves could be investigated in a two-
way coupled manner.

In this paper, the model in [6], implemented in REEF3D
[9, 10], is utilised to investigate the effects of structural features
and different wave conditions on the hydrodynamics of a OOA
structure. The largest offshore fish farm “ShenLan 1” is taken
as application as it represents a typical circular OOA structure.
The effects of regular wave parameters, the thickness of the ver-
tical columns and the aspect ratio of the farm on the response,
wave loads and maximum mooring tensions are discussed. Ad-
ditional validation cases of a 2D numerical wave tank (NWT), a
free-decay test, and a rigid net panel are presented to ensure the
accurate wave propagation and grid independence. Hence, the
structure of the remaining paper is as follows: Section 2.1 intro-
duces the numerical model. Sections 2.2 describes the prototype
model and the numerical setup. Afterwards, the validation cases
are presented in Section 3, and the study of the OOA structure
follows in Section 4). Finally, Section 5 gives final remarks.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Numerical model
The conservation of mass and momentum of an incompress-

ible fluid is described through the three-dimensional continuity
and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= 0,

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
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𝜌
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)]
+𝑔𝑖 , (1)

where 𝑢𝑖 represents the velocity vector, 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑝
is the pressure, 𝑔𝑖 is the gravity acceleration vector and a and a𝑡
denote the kinematic and eddy viscosity in the diffusion term.
The free surface is implicitly captured as the interface of the
two phases air and water represented by the zero level set of the
smooth signed distance function Φ [11]. An advection equation
is formulated for Φ to propagate it in space and time:

𝜕Φ

𝜕𝑡
+𝑢 𝑗

𝜕Φ

𝜕𝑥 𝑗

= 0. (2)

A reinitialization procedure is introduced to keep the signed dis-
tance property of Φ after each time step. The density and viscos-
ity are calculated in the two phases as

𝜌 = 𝜌𝑤𝐻 (Φ) + 𝜌𝑎 (1−𝐻 (Φ)),
a = a𝑤𝐻 (Φ) + a𝑎 (1−𝐻 (Φ)), (3)

where 𝑤 indicates water, 𝑎 stands for air and 𝐻 (Φ) denotes the
smoothed Heaviside step function [10]. The generation of the
waves is achieved by prescribing the wave velocities and free
surface elevation at the inlet boundary [12]. Besides, the waves
are damped at the end of the domain using a numerical beach as
presented in [13]. The system of equations is solved using finite
differences on a rectilinear, staggered grid. Fifth-order accurate
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes [14, 15]
are applied for the spatial discretization of convection terms. The
diffusion terms are discretized with a second-order central dif-
ference scheme. The explicit third-order accurate TVD Runge-
Kutta method [16] is utilized for the time discretisation. The
coupling between velocity and pressure in Eq. 1 is ensured using
the projection method as described in [6].

Rigid floating bodies are incorporated in the solver using
an additional signed distance field Φ𝑠 to distinguish between
fluid and solid phase. The boundary conditions between the two
phases are implicitly incorporated in the momentum equations
using a direct forcing approach. Here, the source term

𝑓 = 𝐻 (Φ𝑠) ·
(

P(𝑢)-𝑢
Δ𝑡

)
(4)
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is added to the equations before the projection step. In (4), P(𝑢)
represents the divergence free rigid body velocity field which can
be calculated from solving Newton’s second law for the structure
(see [6] for details). The forces and moments acting on the float-
ing body are calculated based on the integration over the triangu-
lated body surface with 𝑁 triangles:

𝐹𝑥 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(−n𝑝 + 𝜌an𝜏)𝑖 ·ΔΩ𝑖 ,

𝑀𝑥 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

r𝑖 × (−n𝑝 + 𝜌an𝜏)𝑖 ·ΔΩ𝑖 . (5)

Here, n is the surface normal vector, 𝜏 is the stress tensor and
r denotes the distance vector from each element to the centre of
gravity.

The nets are assumed to be rigid due to their high stiffness.
Therefore, the forces on the net are added to the floating body
solver as external forces. These are particularly the hydrody-
namic drag and lift forces. As explained in [8], the forces cannot
be calculated by directly integrating over the structural surface
of the nets because of the computational costs. Instead, a screen
force model is utilised to approximate the hydrodynamic loads
from the fluid solution:

𝐹𝑖 =

𝐸𝑠∑︁
𝑠=1

𝜌

2
𝐴𝑠𝑢

2
𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑠 (𝑐𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑑 + 𝑐𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑙)𝑠 ,

𝑐𝑑 (𝛼) = 𝑐𝑑,0

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑎2𝑘−1 cos((2𝑘 −1)𝛼),

𝑐𝑙 (𝛼) = 𝑐𝑙, 𝜋4

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑏2𝑘 cos(2𝑘𝛼), (6)

with 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑑 the normal and 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑙 the tangential direction of the rela-
tive velocity vector 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑠 . The constants 𝑐𝑑,0 and 𝑐𝑙, 𝜋4 are taken
from [17], and the Fourier coefficients are fitted non-linearly us-
ing experimental data. Two-way coupling is enabled by includ-
ing the momentum loss of the fluid through the net as a source
term in the momentum equation. Hence, the correct velocity re-
duction behind the nets can be approximated. The source term 𝑆

is obtained at each fluid grid point from the surrounding net sur-
face using the hydrodynamic loads from the screen force model
(see [7] for details).

2.2 “ShenLan 1” offshore fish farm and numerical
setup

The “ShenLan 1” offshore fish farm is the largest OOA structure
in China. It is placed in the cold water region of the Yellow Sea

which can be subject to extreme sea states in the open ocean ar-
eas. Equipped with two cylindrical liquid-gas tanks, the draught
of the structure can be adjusted in order to vary the water tem-
perature for the fish inside. The frame contains a rigid frame
composed of 8 vertical columns, a four-point mooring system
consisting of pre-tensioned chains, and a Ultra-High-Strength-
Polyethylene square nets system with twine diameters of 3.0 mm
and twine lengths of 2 cm. The operation site is about 130 miles
off the coast, and the practical working state corresponds to 30
m-draught. The full-scale diameter, referring to the distance be-
tween the opposite farthest vertical columns, is 60.44 m, and the
full-scale height of the cage is 34.45 m. The steel frame (Fig. 1b)
is the main component to resist severe environmental loads and
conserve the cage volume.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. “SHENLAN 1” OFFSHORE FISH FARM, (C) THE
MODELLED FRAME SYSTEM.

In this study, a 1:60 model scale based on Froude scaling is
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investigated. As explained in [3], a uniform scaling ratio is not
applicable to the nets of offshore fish farms since the dimension
of the net twines is already in full-scale extremely small. There-
fore, the diameter and length of the bars of the rigid net are not
scaled. Following the analysis in [3], the mooring lines are mod-
elled as linear springs with pre-tension and stiffness calculated
using elastic similarity. Tab. 1 summarises the structural dimen-
sions and system parameter in the chosen model scale.

TABLE 1. Main structural data of the model-scaled “ShenLan 1” fish
farm in the working state.

Parts Item Data [m]

Peripheric diameter - 1.007

Peripheric height - 0.574

Central pipe
Length 0.577

Diameter 0.058

Outer pipe

Length
0.251 (Upper parts)

0.215 (Lower parts)

Diameter
0.033 (Upper parts)

0.050 (Lower parts)

Thin pipe Diameter 0.017

Nets

Bar length 0.02

Bar diameter 0.003

Solidity ratio 27.75%

Mooring
Stiffness 187 N/m

Pre-tension 1.9 N

Weight - 15.9 Kg

The floating model is placed in a 3D NWT with the dimen-
sions 7.23 m × 1.6 m × 1.5 m (Fig. 2). The length of the domain
is determined by the mooring positions and the accurate wave
transmission with minimum wave damping as discussed in sec-
tion 3. The waves are generated at the inlet using the Dirichlet
method, and the relaxation method is utilized to absorb the waves
in a numerical beach at the end of the tank. Symmetry conditions
are assigned on the side walls and the top of the tank, while the
bottom is treated with non-slip wall boundary conditions. The
waves are modelled as regular 2nd-order Stokes waves with the
wave heights H=0.04 m, 0.12 m, 0.20 m and wave periods T=0.8
s, 1.0 s, 1.2 s, 1.4 s.

3 VALIDATIONS
At first, the accuracy of the wave propagation is validated using a
2D NWT without a structure (Fig. 3). The 2nd-order Stokes wave
with H=0.04 m and T=0.5 s is generated, and the wave elevation

FIGURE 2. THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN.

is measured two wave lengths behind the inlet (WG1). A com-
parison to the theoretical values is presented in Fig. 4. The phase
shift is observed for the coarsest grid with dx=0.012 m. But, the
phase converges towards the correct results with decreasing cell
size. The amplitudes are close the theoretical values with devia-
tions less than 5% at all time.

FIGURE 3. SKETCH OF THE 2D NUMERICAL WAVE TANK
WITH ABSORPTION ZONES. THE CONTOUR SHOWS THE HOR-
IZONTAL VELOCITY COMPONENT, AND THE SOLID LINES IN-
DICATE THE WAVE GAUGES SET-UP.

Next, the accuracy of the solver for the rigid body motion is
validated using the free heave decay test of a cylindrical floater.
The correct motion of cylindrical floaters is essential for the ac-
curate prediction of the motion of complete aquaculture plants
[18] as it represents the fundamental component of circular OOA
structures like “ShenLan 1”. The cylinder has a height of 0.355
m, a diameter of 0.050 m and a mass of 0.601 kg. The initial
displacement of the buoy is 40 mm below the water level. The
heave motion from this position is simulated using REEF3D and
compared to the measurement in [19] (see Fig. 5). For all chosen
grid sizes, the simulated heave motion follows the measured re-
sults properly. On the coarsest grid, numerical diffusion results
in over-prediction of the second peak. The finer grids converge
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FIGURE 4. GRID INDEPENDENCE TEST AND WAVE PROPA-
GATION AT WG1 IN A 2D NWT.

well towards the experimental results. Therefore, it is decided to
use dx=0.008 m and more refined grids for the subsequent stud-
ies.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Time (s)

-0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0

0.02

0.04

 (
m

)

dx=0.012m

dx=0.010m

dx=0.008m

dx=0.006m

Experimental

FIGURE 5. GRID INDEPENDENCE TEST AND FREE DECAY
TEST OF A CYLINDRICAL BUOY.

Finally, the hydrodynamic loads on a net panel in regular
waves are compared to experiments for validation purposes. The
measurements of the wave loads on a 50 cm × 50 cm knotless
polyethylene net panel in [20] is used for this purpose. The ex-
perimental setup is replicated in a numerical wave tank of 10 m
× 1.5 m × 4.0 m. The rigid panel is placed perpendicular to the
wave propagating direction in the centre of the tank. The twine
diameter and the twine length are 2.12 mm and 16.24 mm, re-
spectively. The time signal of the horizontal wave loads on the
net are compared to the experimental results in Fig. 6. The fre-
quency of the force signal is captured accurately by the numeri-
cal model. Further, the model tends to over-predict the crests by
up to 18%. The force troughs agree better with the experiments
in some time instances. Overall, the results are agreeable and
coincide with previous studies of this model [8].
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FIGURE 6. COMPARISONS BETWEEN SIMULATED (SOLID
LINE) AND MEASURED (“O” SYMBOLS) HORIZONTAL WAVE
FORCES ON NET PANELS.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the following, the effects of varying wave parameters, column
diameters, and aspect ratios between diameter and height of the
overall structure on the hydrodynamics are discussed. Here, the
linear transfer functions of the motions in terms of Response Am-
plitude Operators (RAO), the maximum mooring line tensions
and the hydrodynamic wave loads on the OOA structure includ-
ing nets are utilised for an analysis in time and frequency domain.
The RAO is calculated using the power spectra obtained from an
FFT analysis of the wave and motion signals:

𝑅𝐴𝑂 =

√︄
𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒

. (7)

Here, 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 represent the power spectra from the
auto-correlation analyses.

4.1 Effects of wave parameters on the hydrodynam-
ics

The variation of the RAO for heave, surge, and pitch due to the
different wave periods and wave heights for “ShenLan 1” are il-
lustrated in Fig. 7. For the cases with varying wave periods, the
wave height is 0.12 m, and for the wave height cases, the wave
period remains at 1.0 s. It can be observed that the heave, surge,
and pitch RAO show a non-linear increase for increasing wave
periods, which is in accordance with the observations in [4]. It
is shown that the response of a high-damped floating system,
such as given in this case, to high-frequency wave excitations
is generally small [21]. Further, the simulations in varying wave
heights reveal less variation, especially for the surge motion, and
the amplitudes of the heave and surge motions rise sharply with
increasing wavelengths for cases with similar wave steepnesses
(e.g. H=0.12 m, T=1.4 s; H=0.04 m, T=1.0 s). This might be
explained by the longer duration of unidirectional wave loads
acting on the OOA frame. These scenarios are also shown in the
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Figs. 8(a) and (b) for wave crest situations. Moreover, the differ-
ence between the largest wavelength case and the case with the
maximum wave height is visualised similarly in the Figs. 8(b),
(c), and (d). It is interesting to notice that the flume experi-
ments of “Ocean Farm 1” reported in [3] and simulated using
CFD in [6] reveal larger surge motions in steeper waves which
is the opposite of the results for “ShenLan 1”. This difference
might be caused by the distinct structural differences between
“Ocean Farm 1” and “ShenLan 1” such as the difference of the
ratio of height to diameter of the cage. Also, the studied fish farm
encounters partial submersion and wave overtopping over the top
of side vertical columns in very steep waves (see Fig. 9) which is
not observed for “Ocean Farm 1”.

A distinction between traditional semi-submersible offshore
platforms and OOA fish farms lies in the net system. It is indi-
cated in Fig. 7 that the damping effect of nets on the predicted
RAO is rather small except for the three responding motions in
shallow waves (H=0.12 m, T=1.4 s; H=0.04 m, T=1.0 s). More
investigations are necessary to account for the deviation in this
scenario. Similar observations are also given in [3] and [6], and
it shows that the translational motions are mainly dominated by
the rigid floating frame and the mooring system.
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FIGURE 7. RESPONSE AMPLITUDES OF THE “SHENLAN 1”
OVER VARIES WAVE PERIODS AND WAVE HEIGHTS.

Next, the horizontal and vertical hydrodynamic loads on the
frame and net parts are discussed. The load amplitudes are pre-
sented as their main, linear and second harmonic components
from an FFT analysis in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the pres-
ence of nets affects the hydrodynamic loadings on frame systems

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 8. THE COMPARISON BETWEEN CASES WITH VAR-
IOUS WAVE PERIODS AND WAVE HEIGHTS AT THE WAVE
CREST SCENARIOS.

around approximate 10% varying wavelengths. Further, the lin-
ear and higher harmonics of the horizontal force on the frames
and nets increase non-linearly if the wave frequency decreases.
A possible explanation is that the wave forces surge dramatically
when the wavelength exceeds the horizontal dimension of OOA
structures [22]. The mean horizontal force component is gener-
ally small and oscillates for varying wavelengths. The 2nd-order
harmonics exceed the mean component, especially for the net
forces. It is to be noticed that this unsteady non-linear force fluc-
tuations can cause the breakage of net twines. Additionally, the
horizontal forces on the net account for approximately 30% of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 9. TIME HISTORY OF FREE SURFACE ELEVATION
OVER A WAVE PERIOD FOR CASE H=0.2 M, T=1.0 S

the total horizontal forces, which has been reported previously
in [6] for a different OOA structure. The increase of wave height
results in a non-linear increase of the mean part due to the in-
creased wave energy, whereas the higher-order components in-
crease linearly with a smaller slope. Thus, it can be concluded
that a sudden increase of the wave height, such as in extreme sea
states, poses a real threat to the frame system of OOA structures.

For the vertical force amplitudes in Fig. 10(b), the loads on
the nets are not considered since most nets are attached to side
vertical columns. The mean force amplitude increases slightly
with the increase of the wave frequency and wave height, i.e. the
wave energy, and it is the main component of the total load. The
2nd-order harmonic remains constant across all cases, whereas
the linear vertical wave force component increases significantly
and exceeds the amplitude of the mean component for wave pe-
riods between 1.0 s and 1.4 s. This is similar to the behaviour ob-
served for the horizontal force amplitudes. Also, all harmonics
increase synchronously for changing wave heights, but the mean
term is generally 5-10 times larger than the linear and 2nd-order
terms.

Due to the symmetry of the octagonal OOA structure shown
in Fig. 2, a mooring line on the windward side and another on the
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FIGURE 10. FOURIER AMPLITUDES OF THE MEAN, FIRST
AND 2ND-ORDER HARMONIC COMPONENTS OF THE WAVE
FORCES OVER THE WAVE PERIOD AND WAVE HEIGHT. THE
BLACK AND RED LINES DENOTE THE WAVE LOADINGS ON
FRAME SYSTEMS WITH OR WITHOUT NETS, RESPECTIVELY.

leeward side are chosen to study the maximum tension force am-
plitudes. It is shown in Fig. 11 that the maximum tension forces
are proportional to the wave period as they increase to 3.5 times
the tension forces predicted for the lowest wave period case. The
forces in the windward mooring line are generally larger than that
in the leeward line which was also reported experimentally for
“Ocean Farm 1” in [3]. Besides, the effects of the wave period
on the windward lines are larger than that of the wave height.
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In contrast, the tension forces in the leeward mooring lines in-
crease firstly then decrease considerably with increasing wave
heights. It might be caused by the decreasing pitch motions for
wave heights ranging from 0.12 m to 0.2 m (compare Fig. 7).
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FIGURE 11. MAXIMUM TENSION FORCE AMPLITUDES FOR
DIFFERENT WAVE PERIODS AND WAVE HEIGHTS.

4.2 Effects of the diameter of the vertical columns on
the hydrodynamics

Fig. 12 presents the RAO, wave forces amplitudes and maximum
mooring tension forces for “ShenLan 1” with varying diameter
of the vertical outer columns. The diameter is increased and de-
creased by up to 50% compared to the prototype. The steepest
and highest-frequency wave scenario (H=0.2 m and T=1.0 s) is
adopted to carry out this study. The total mass and the centre of
gravity are adjusted according to the new mass distributions. The
effect of the nets is not considered due to its minor influence on
the results above. It is first noticed from the results that the trans-
lational and rotational motions are independent of the variations
of the diameter. Further, the mean components of the loads show
a gradual increase in the horizontal direction, whereas the linear
and 2nd-order components are less influenced by the diameters.
In contrast, the increase of the cylindrical diameters shows a sig-
nificant effect on the vertical force amplitudes and the maximum
mooring line tensions. This is attributed to the combined role
of the mass increase induced by the increased diameters and the
pre-tension magnitude of the mooring line which are adjusted to
the corresponding mass.

FIGURE 12. HYDRODYNAMICS OF THE OOA FOR VARYING
DIAMETER OF THE VERTICAL COLUMNS. THE INDEX “0” DE-
NOTES THE PROTOTYPE.

4.3 Effects of the aspect ratio of OOA structure on the
hydrodynamics

A considerable correlation between vibrations with the aspect ra-
tio of floating bodies are clarified in [23]. The aspect ratio of
circular OOA structures is defined as 𝐿/𝐻 (compare Fig. 1(b))
and equals 2.0 for the prototype, it should be noticed that the as-
pect ratio for Ocean Farm 1 is 2.5 [3]. The RAO, the wave force
amplitudes and the maximum mooring tensions of the “Shen-
Lan 1” for aspect ratios up to 2.5 are illustrated in Fig. 13. It is
shown that the amplitudes of the heave, surge, and pitch motions
decrease with increasing aspect ratios. This is caused by the in-
creased moments of inertia and changing ratio between wave and
structural length. It should also be noticed that the results for the
aspect ratio of 2.5 are close to the simulations of Ocean Farm 1
for the same wave frequency [6]. Further, the mean component
of the horizontal and vertical forces are predicted to gradually
increase with the aspect ratio due to the larger area passed by the
fluid. In contrast, the linear and 2nd-order force harmonics tend
to decrease with increasing aspect ratio because of the reduced
motions of the structure. The same argument holds for the obser-
vation that the maximum mooring line tensions on the windward
and leeward side decrease with the aspect ratio.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a numerical study of the hydrodynamics of the open
ocean aquaculture fish farm “ShenLan 1” is presented using the
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FIGURE 13. HYDRODYNAMIC RESPONSE WITH THE ASPECT
RATIO OF THE OOA STRUCTURE.

CFD framework REEF3D. The accuracy of the numerical model
is first validated against theoretical and experimental results for
wave propagation and a heave decay test for a cylindrical floater.
Based on these results, the computational grid and the length of
the numerical wave tank were determined. An additional com-
parison of the hydrodynamic loads on a net panel in regular
waves revealed the principal working of the net algorithm im-
plemented in the CFD solver. Then, the response amplitude op-
erator, wave loads and maximum tension forces in the mooring
lines are discussed for varying wave parameters and structural
parameters. The RAOs of the heave, surge, and pitch motions
show non-linear correlations with the wave periods, but the mo-
tions are less sensitive to the wave height. It is further shown that
the acceleration of the water particles and the exposed area of
the structure with the free surface results in strongly oscillatory
motions. Further, the wave run-up and partial submersions over
the top area of “ShenLan 1” imply increased wave loads. The
linear and second-order wave load components on the frame and
the net increase with increasing wavelength and height, while
the mean component remains constant. The maximum tensions
in the windward and leeward mooring lines are dependent on the
wave period, wavelength, and the structural motions. In addition,
the nets have only minor effects on the translational and rota-
tional motions of the structure even though it accounts for 30% of
the total drag on the system. Finally, the effects of changing col-
umn diameters and aspect ratios are investigated. It is concluded
that the RAOs are not influenced by the investigated range of
column diameters, whereas thicker columns lead to larger wave

loads and increased mooring tension forces due to the increased
area interacting with the fluid. In contrast, the aspect ratio in-
fluence reveals a large impact on the motions of the structure.
The translational and rotational motions decrease while increas-
ing the aspect ratio to up to 2.5. The mean component of the hor-
izontal and vertical force signal shows an increasing trend with
increasing aspect ratios because of the larger exposure area.
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